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Abstract

The nonlinear estimation problem in navigation us�
ing terrain height variations is studied� The optimal
Bayesian solution to the problem is derived� The im�
plementation is grid based� calculating the probabil�
ity of a set of points on an adaptively dense mesh�
The Cramer�Rao bound is derived� Monte Carlo sim�
ulations over a commercial map shows that the al�
gorithm� after convergence� reaches the Cramer�Rao
lower bound�

� Introduction

Modern� high accuracy� navigation systems are cong�
ured around an inertial navigation system �INS�� In�
ertial navigation is based on dead�reckoning� From an
initial position and velocity estimate� measurements of
the aircraft movement are simulated forward in time
to continuously yield position and velocity estimates of
the aircraft� Due to initial errors and measurement er�
rors� the position estimate of the INS will drift away
from the actual position of the aircraft� Terrain�aided
navigation �TAN� is the concept of using terrain height
variations below the aircraft to render a position esti�
mate that is used to bound the error in the INS� In
practice� the integration is often handled by letting an
extended Kalman lter estimate the errors in the INS
using the terrain related position estimates as measure�
ments� For a general background on aircraft naviga�
tion� we refer to ���� and �����

Consider Figure �� the idea is to have a digital map� dig�
ital terrain elevation database �DTED�� on board the
aircraft with samples of the terrain elevation� in known�
xed� positions� Flying over an area� the aircraft alti�
tude over mean sea�level is measured with a baromet�
ric sensor and the ground clearance is measured with
a radar altimeter� pointing downward� A measurement
of the terrain elevation is derived from the di�erence
between the altitude and the ground clearance� This
derived measurement is compared to the stored values
in the DTED and a position estimate is generated� The
generation of the estimate must be done with extreme

Altitude Ground clearance

Mean sea�level

Terrain elevation

Figure �� The terrain�aided navigation principle�

care since the terrain might have similar characteristics
in several areas� Due to the unstructured and varying
characteristic of the terrain� this is a nonlinear estima�
tion problem where the standard nonlinear estimation
techniques such as local linearization fail to perform
well� Instead of simplifying the model of the prob�
lem through linearization this work focuses on solving
the complete problem analytically and approximate the
implementation of the solution instead of the model�
The problem is stated and described in Section � and
the analytical Bayesian solution is derived in Section ��
The implementation is a point�mass approximation of
the posterior� described in Section �� The Cramer�Rao
bound for the estimation problem is derived in Sec�
tion �� In Section �� the algorithm is evaluated using
Monte Carlo simulations over a genuine terrain map
and a simulator veried against eld tests� The result
of the simulations is compared with the Cramer�Rao
lower bound� Finally� conclusions are drawn in the last
section�

� Problem Description

The estimation problem associated with TAN is to
match measurements of terrain elevation with the
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DTED� The database consists of samples of photo�
graphically generated measurements of terrain eleva�
tion in a mesh with �� m spacing� the value in any point
between the stored values is found through interpola�
tion� Assuming that the pressure sensor produces un�
biased measurements of the aircraft absolute altitude�
the problem is limited to two dimensions� nding the
position in the planar geometry of the DTED map�

The performance of the matching of terrain elevation
measurements with the DTED depends highly on the
type of terrain in the area� Flat terrain gives little�
or no� information about the aircraft position� More
variations in the terrain give better performance of the
matching algorithm� Rough� but repetitive� terrain can
give several well matched positions in an area� making
it hard to distinguish between several� well matching
tracks�

��� Estimation model

Let the ��� ���vector stochastic process xt denote the
position in the DTED� and let yt denote the measure�
ment of the terrain elevation� The relation between the
measurements and the aircraft position is modeled as�

yt � h�xt� � et� ���

Here� h�xt� is the DTED�value below the aircraft� and
the additive measurement error� et� is assumed white
with distribution pet�x�� This additive noise models
both the errors in the radar altimeter� the current alti�
tude estimate errors and errors due to the DTED map
not having perfect resemblance with the actual terrain�
In the simulations we will use a Gaussian distribution
for the measurement error� but there are some reasons
why the Gaussian assumptions might fail� cf� ��� for
further details� The reason for the choice of Gaussian
distribution is that the Cramer�Rao bound can be de�
rived using this distribution� Let N �m�P � denote the
n�dimensional Gaussian distribution with mean vector
m and covariance matrix P �

N �m�P � � �p
����njP j

e�
�
� �x�m�TP���x�m��

the distribution of et is

pet�x� � N ��� R��

Note that no distinction in notation is used for vectors
and scalars� yt is scalar while the state vector� xt� has
dimension two� Bold faced notation is used to denote
stochastic entities�

The INS gives the relative movement� ut� between two
measurements� The drift in the INS position is modeled
by random walk in the state transition equation�

xt�� � xt � ut � vt� ���

The system noise is white� has distribution

pvt�x� � N ��� Q�

and is independent of the measurement noise et� The
initial state has the distribution

px��x� � N ��x�� P���

and is independent of both et and vt�

Equations ��� and ��� describe the TAN estimation
model�

xt�� � xt � ut � vt

yt � h�xt� � et
t � �� �� � � � ���

The terrain matching algorithm should estimate the
states of this model using measurements of yt�

��� Terrain matching algorithms

The best known TAN algorithms are TERCOM �ter�
rain contour matching� and SITAN �Sandia inertial
terrain�aided navigation�� TERCOM is batch oriented
and correlates gathered terrain elevation proles with
the map periodically ��� �� ���� SITAN uses a modi�
ed version of an extended Kalman lter �EKF� in its
original formulation ����� Both these algorithms have
been reported to be successful in a number of appli�
cations� However� when �ying over fairly �at� or over
very rough terrain or when the aircraft is highly maneu�
verable� they do in general not perform well� Several
modications of the SITAN approach have been pro�
posed� In order to overcome divergence problems in
the lter estimates parallel EKFs have been used in�
e�g�� �
� ��� Generally� these divergence problems orig�
inate from the local approximation schemes failing to
model the aircraft and terrain accurately� One more
recent and di�erent approach that tries to deal with
these problems is VATAN ���� In VATAN the Viterbi
algorithm is applied to the TAN problem� yielding a
maximum a posteriori position estimate�

� The Bayesian Solution

The basic problem of estimation is to nd out as much
as possible about xt from observations made of the re�
lated set of measurements

Yt � fyigti��
This problem is often posed as an optimization prob�
lem� nding the best estimate using some performance
criterion on the deviation from the true state� Using a
statistical view of the problem� the probability density
function �PDF� for the states gives all information one
can ask for regarding the characteristics of the states�
That is� the conditional a posteriori density function
pxtjYt�x� summarizes everything there is to know about
the states xt given the collected measurements� Thus
the estimation problem could be posed as the problem
of determining the a posteriori density� This is gener�
ally referred to as the Bayesian approach �����
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Given the posterior density� one suitable point estimate
is the conditional mean�

�xtjt �

Z
x pxtjYt�x� dx� ���

Note that the posterior density should be unimodal in
order to give accurate estimates� It can be shown that
the conditional mean is also the estimate that mini�
mizes the mean square error of the estimator ���� This
is why ��� is sometimes referred to as the minimum
mean square estimate �MMSE��

The Bayesian solution is based on the following expres�
sion for the conditional PDF

pzjw�zjw� � pz�w�z� w�

pw�w�
� ���

Restated� the joint PDF for the two stochastic variables
can be expressed in there conditional PDF

pz�w�z� w� � pzjw�zjw� pw�w� � ���

Applying these formulas to ��� a recursion for the pos�
terior is found� The recursion consists of one measure�
ment update and one time update�

Assume that pxtjYt���x� is known� split the measure�
ment set Yt in a prior part and a new part�

Yt � yt�Yt���

Using ��� and ���� the measurement update is

pxtjYt�x� � pxtjyt�Yt���x� �
pxt�ytjYt���x� yt�

pytjYt���yt�

�
pytjxt�Yt���ytjx� pxtjYt���x�

pytjYt���yt�
� ���

Note that pytjYt���yt� is a constant that need not be
calculated since the resulting PDF must integrate to
unity� Equation ��� says that knowing xt the measure�
ment yt has the same distribution as et� apart from the
mean value� i�e�� the likelihood is

pytjxt�Yt���ytjx� � pet�yt � h�x�� �

inserted to ��� the measurement update step is com�
pleted�

The joint PDF for the states at time t and time t � �
can be expressed using ���� Marginalizing on the states
xt� the time update is found to be

pxt��jYt�x� �

Z
R�

pxt���xtjYt�x� �� d�

�

Z
R�

pxt��jxt�Yt�xj��� �z �
pvt�x���ut�

pxtjYt��� d��

where in the last equality ��� says that knowing xt
the PDF for xt�� equals the PDF for vt with properly
adjusted mean value� This completes the time update
step�

With no measurement information available� the
knowledge about the states is summarized in px��x�
which initializes the recursion� Through induction the
following theorem has been proved�

Theorem � The Bayesian recursion for the TAN es�
timator is

pxtjYt�x� �
�

c
pet�yt � h�x�� pxtjYt���x�

pxt��jYt�x� �

Z
R�

pxtjYt��� pvt�x� �� ut� d��

where c �
R
R� pet�yt � h�x�� pxtjYt���x� dx� Initializ�

ing the recursion with px�jy���x� � px��x��

Note that� for the case of a linear measurement equa�
tion and Gaussian noise the theorem above coincides
with the Kalman lter ���� ���

� Implementation

Each iteration of the Bayesian solution in Theorem �
consists of a multiplication� a linear convolution and an
integration� Further� to produce an estimate like ���
yet another integral has to be evaluated� Due to the
unstructured nonlinearity h��� these integrations are in
general impossible to solve in closed form which makes
the problem innite dimensional� The implementation
must therefore be approximate� and the problem has
become one of function approximation� nding a nite
description for the posterior pxtjYt�x��

Applying a uniform grid to the state space is one among
several ways to perform this function approximation�
The main advantage with quantizing the state space
is that the calculations becomes simple� the integrals
turn into sums� making it feasible to update many grid
points� Several quantization approaches to the nonlin�
ear estimation problem have been proposed in the lit�
erature� The earliest reference is ���� Later references
involve the p�vector approach in ���� and a slightly dif�
ferent approach� presented in ���� ���� using a piecewise
constant approximation to the density functions�

The grid approximation can be viewed as a bed�of�nails
or a point�mass approximation to the PDF� therefore
the implementation will be labeled the point�mass lter
�PMF��

��� The point�mass 	lter

Since the state dimension is two and we use a uniform
grid� the sampled version of the posterior pxtjYt�x�
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will� after truncation of small sample values� be de�
ned by a matrix containing the sampled values� a
grid denseness variable� and a reference point for the
location of the matrix over the map� The measure�
ment update consists of interpolating the DTED to
nd the terrain elevation in the nonzero grid points of
the point�mass matrix� evaluating the �likelihood ma�
trix� pet�yt � h�x��� and performing an element�wise
matrix multiplication� The normalization is equivalent
to a summation� The time update convolution becomes
a discrete convolution between the measurement up�
dated matrix of point�masses and a sampled version of
the PDF for vt� The point estimate ��� is a weighted
summation of the matrix of point�masses� yielding the
center of mass of the point�mass approximation�

The measurement update will amplify the grid values
at the grid points that coincide with the measurements
and attenuate the ones that does not t well with the
gathered terrain elevation prole� The time update
convolution will smooth this e�ect using a two dimen�
sional moving average� The normalization will keep the
grid values bounded in each iteration of the algorithm�
After some measurements have been processed there
will be grid points with very small values� a truncation
of values less than � times the average grid value is
introduced right after the measurement update� Note
that the point�mass matrix usually will have big holes
with zero mass� yielding an e�ective way to follow sev�
eral parallel tracks in the map� When the number of
nonzero grid points falls below some threshold N� the
point�mass mesh is interpolated to double denseness�
increasing the approximation accuracy� Likewise an
upper limit N� denes when to decimate the point�
mass matrix�


 The Cramer�Rao lower bound for TAN

The Cramer�Rao bound� Pt� sets a lower limit on the
error covariance for an unbiased estimator�

C � E
�
�xt � �xtjt����xt � �xtjt���

T
� � Pt� ���

As it turns out� under the assumption of Gaussian
noise� the Cramer�Rao lower bound will coincide with
the Kalman lter solution to the model ��� where
the nonlinear measurement equation has been replaced
with the gradient of h���� evaluated at the true state
value� The result is summarized in the following theo�
rem� see ��� for details�

Theorem � The Cramer�Rao lower bound for the one

step prediction of the states in ��� satis�es the recur�

sion�

Pt�� �Pt � PtHt�H
T
t PtHt �Rt�

��HT
t Pt �Qt�

initiated with P�� Ht is the gradient of h��� evaluated

at the true state value at time t�

Ht �
�h�xt�

�xt
�

The Cramer�Rao bound thus is a function of the noise
levels and the true state sequence�

� Evaluation

We will evaluate the algorithm for Monte Carlo sim�
ulations� comparing the mean square error with the
Cramer�Rao lower bound� For results on more realistic
simulations using the PMF cf� ����

Performing M Monte Carlo simulations with identi�
cal noise characteristics� over a sequence of n measure�
ments the mean square error �MSE� for each t is

MSEMt �
�

M

MX
i��

�xt � �xitjt���
T �xt � �xitjt����

where �xi
tjt�� is the one step predictor of the state at

time t in Monte Carlo run i� The sum of the diagonal
elements in the error covariance matrix� C� is the ex�
pected squared error� using ��� the following inequality
holds in the limit

lim
M��

MSEMt � trPt�

Taking the square root on both sides above yields an
inequality for the root mean square �RMS� error�

In order to test the algorithm for di�erent terrain char�
acteristics� two separate simulations were performed�
one over an area near a lake with very smooth and
�at terrain� followed by one simulation over a moun�
tain area with rough terrain containing high peaks and
deep valleys� Figures � depict parts of the smooth and
the rough simulation area respectively� Both these ar�
eas are taken from a genuine� commercial DTED and
the simulation tracks have been generated in a simu�
lator that has been veried against actual �ight test
data�

Table � summarizes the simulation parameters used in
both simulation cases� and Table � summarizes the l�
ter parameters� The result of the Monte Carlo simula�
tions are shown in Figures � and �� for the smooth and
the rough case respectively� The plots show the Monte
Carlo averaged RMS error of the PMF estimates� the
root of the mean square error plus one standard de�
viation of the mean square error� the maximal error
obtained in the Monte Carlo runs for each time instant
and� nally� the Cramer�Rao lower bound for the sim�
ulation track� The results show that the PMF indeed
is e�cient after convergence of the algorithm� and that
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Figure �� Parts of the smooth and rough simulation areas� Axes are labeled in meters�

Sample interval T � ����� sec�
System noise Q � � � �

� � �
Measurement noise R � ��

Initial covariance P� �
h
���� �
� ����

i
Track length n � ���
Monte Carlo runs M � ���

Table �� Simulation parameters�

Initial grid �� m
Resampling limits N� � �����

N� � ����
Truncation parameter � � �����

Table �� Filter parameters�
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Figure �� Monte Carlo root mean square error for smooth

simulation area�
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Figure �� Monte Carlo root mean square error for rough

simulation area�

the performance� as expected� depends strongly on the
amount of variation in h���� As seen in Figure �� dur�
ing the rst half of the simulation track the PMF is
not at all near the Cramer�Rao lower bound� But after
convergence of the PMF estimate� the RMS error stays
very close to the bound� The one�� limit indicates that
there is a great variation between di�erent Monte Carlo
runs� this is also seen in the large maximum error�

The rough terrain case in Figure � shows much better
performance with a convergence rate near that of the
Cramer�Rao bound� After convergence the RMS error
and the Cramer�Rao bound show equal performance�
The one�� limit is close to the bound which shows that
the spread between the di�erent Monte Carlo runs is
small� Likewise� the maximum error is much smaller
than in the smooth case�

The poor performance during the settling phase is due
to the quantization errors being large when using a
sparse grid to sample the posterior� Once the grid
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denseness has decreased however� the PMF is e�cient�
meeting the Cramer�Rao lower bound� After conver�
gence the grid denseness is less than four meters�

 Conclusions

A point�mass implementation of the Bayesian solution
to the nonlinear estimation problem in TAN has been
evaluated� Monte Carlo simulations� using a �ight test
veried simulator and commercial terrain database�
show nearly optimal performance after convergence
of the algorithm as it reaches the Cramer�Rao lower
bound� The algorithm performs well after convergence
both over varying and �at terrain�
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